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Summary
The 9 team members were given a team survey containing 56 questions covering 8 major team
dynamics. The surveys were collected and processed. The detailed results can be seen in pages 3 to
6.
The following summary scores are expressed as a % of the maximum score available.

Purpose & Goals

=

82%

Roles

=

74%

Team Processes

=

78%

Team Relationships

=

81%

Intergroup relations

=

77%

Accountability

=

75%

Passion

=

82%

Skills & Training

=

83%

The team scored a total 219 out of a possible maximum score of 280 which identifies the team as an
“Emerging Team” This is a very strong result considering the team is so new. As a note, a score of
224 is the lower boundary for an “Authentic Team”, so you are very close.
Typically in emerging teams there are one or two areas to be addressed. It is not unusual for team
results to depend upon the performance of a few individuals rather than the contribution of
everyone in the team. The team is called “emerging” because in a sense everyone has not
committed to the team in the same way. Emerging teams are generally more effective when tasks
are routine or well known. They are less effective when challenged with more difficult tasks or new
responsibilities.
The high score for xxxxxxx is being buoyed up from the passion and experience of its owners and
the expectations they have of their team. It is clear that a high standard is expected and the wellchosen new team are rising to the challenge. Developing an action plan from the sections below
will help put steps in place to build on this strong foundation.
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OFF-SITE MEETING
A 4 hour meeting is planned on Thursday 6 th April from 9am to 1pm.
In the first hour I will introduce myself and then the team results. I will also give a 30 minute talk
called “The Resilient Mind…bite-sized” which will give people an appreciation of how their mind
works, what stress is and how to deal with it.
The remaining 3 hours will be spent brainstorming the results below to generate an action plan
from each of the categories listed. Particular attention should be given to the lowest scores and the
items with the highest standard deviation.
A high standard deviation means that there is a wider spread of scores for specific questions and so
an imbalance in opinion. The lower the SD for a question the more agreement there is on the score.
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Summary of survey results
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